Career Skills

Number of players: 2 or more
What you need: pencil and paper

How to play:

- Choose the word with the suffix -ful that best completes each sentence. Number a piece of paper from 1 to 5, and then write your answers.
- After you have chosen an answer, identify the number of syllables in the entire sentence. Write this number next to your answer on your paper.
- Check your answers with a partner. If answers differ, check the sentences again to see where problems might have occurred.
Career Skills

1. The lawyer was _______ that his client would win the case.
   a) careful       b) hopeful       c) lawful

2. The ballerina was _______ as she moved across the stage.
   a) cheerful      b) graceful       c) truthful

3. The teacher taught her students not to be _______ with the limited classroom supplies.
   a) wasteful      b) useful         c) beautiful

4. The chef made a _______ dessert out of lemon, sugar, vanilla, and cream.
   a) fearful       b) armful         c) wonderful

5. A firefighter needs _______ arms and legs in order to extinguish a fire.
   a) graceful      b) powerful       c) hopeful